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We are especially thankful to our sponsors as their important contributions have allowed us
to offer a wide program of activities at a fair price.

We wish to acknowledge the outstanding work of the Conference Committees, who have
contributed immensely in preparing for this exciting event. We are also grateful to our
speakers to share their valuable knowledge and experiences. The Trade Show participants
are also adding a much needed dimension to the conference and we are thankful for their
support.
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On behalf of BC Hydro, I would like to welcome you to Vancouver and the Electric Vehicles
(EVs) Conference and Trade Show. We are a proud sponsor of this conference and look
forward to exchanging information to help us move towards a low carbon emissions future.

On behalf of Electric Mobility Canada, our conference partners and sponsors, we are pleased
to welcome you to Vancouver. The conference program offers you an unprecedented
learning opportunity covering technical, business and policy discussions and the Trade Show
offers you the chance to meet manufacturers of vehicles and the technologies necessary for
the electrification of transport. Other delegates are executives from the EV industry, utilities,
service companies as well as policy makers from various levels of governments. Your
opportunities for networking are significant.

Sincerely,

EV 2010 VÉ Conference and Trade Show | September 13 to 16, 2010

David Cobb
President & CEO
BC Hydro

Clearly, much work has been started to lay the foundation for the future of EVs in North
America. This conference offers a tremendous opportunity to share knowledge and work
together to create EV innovations. I wish you a productive and collaborative conference and
a pleasant stay here in Vancouver.

Outside of B.C., we are a participant in projects with the Electrical Power Research Institute,
including finalizing the Distribution Impact Study for use as a working model. BC Hydro is
also a member of the Canadian Standards Association Task Force to address codes and
standards around EV charging infrastructure.

This year BC Hydro introduced an Electric Transportation Strategy that outlines both internal
and external preparations for serving the future anticipated transportation load on our grid,
and we recently completed EV charging infrastructure guidelines for B.C. We are proud
partners with the provincial government and the City of Vancouver in leading the BC Plug-in
Electric Vehicle working group for the implementation of these guidelines. This working
group is collaborating with auto manufacturers to conduct electric vehicle pilots and early
commercial deployments to prepare the EV market in B.C.

As the supplier of over 90 per cent of the province’s electricity, BC Hydro has a keen interest
in the future of electric vehicles.

British Columbians have the highest rate of hybrid ownership in Canada and are already
established as early adopters of EV technology, with a number of electric vehicles being
piloted throughout the province. This momentum is further driven by provincial legislation
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 33 per cent below 2007 levels by 2020. With
EVs emitting only 4 grams of CO2 per kilometre compared to 240 grams (B.C. average) for
internal combustion vehicles, we expect EVs to be a big part of the solution.

MESSAGE FROM BC HYDRO

MESSAGE FROM CO-CHAIRS

Sincerely,

Gordon Campbell
Premier

On behalf of the people of British Columbia, I wish you an enjoyable and successful Trade
Show. I also hope you have the opportunity to enjoy some of the spectacular scenery and
activities Vancouver has to offer.

As host city for the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games, Vancouver welcomed the
world and created an enduring legacy as an international destination. The City is rich in
cultural diversity, with a vast array of entertainment options and a world class transportation
system. We are pleased that you have chosen to hold your event in Vancouver.
I would like to recognize the organizers, staff and volunteers for the hard work and dedication that has gone into planning this year’s conference.

This Trade Show will provide several opportunities for delegates to listen to technical
speakers and liaise with exhibitors who are well versed in solutions being implemented in
other parts of the world.

We are delighted that you are collaborating with BC Hydro to coordinate this important
event. Our government is encouraging research and advancement in alternative energy
sources. It is great to know we have so many BC-based companies leading both nationally
and internationally in electric drive initiatives.

Gregor Robertson
Mayor of Vancouver

With all of these developments, Vancouver is at the forefront of electric vehicle technology
and infrastructure in North America. I hope this conference will help us build new partnerships, spur new ideas, and work more effectively in promoting an electric vehicle future
together.

The City sees electric vehicles as an important way to help reduce our greenhouse gas
emissions – over half our public transportation is already electric powered. We are the first
city in Canada to change our building and parking bylaws to require vehicle charging
services, and we are testing electric vehicles in our own fleet.

We’ve taken great strides on the electric vehicle front in the past year, so it’s fitting that
Vancouver is hosting the EV 2010 VÉ Conference and Trade Show. With new EV private and
public partnerships, bold transportation and planning policies, and a business climate that
supports entrepreneurship and innovation, we’re moving aggressively to make Vancouver
ready for plug-in electric vehicles. Our Greenest City Action Plan goal is to prepare for 15 per
cent of all new vehicles on our streets to be electric vehicles within the next decade.

Welcome to Vancouver: a city where going green isn’t just good for the environment, it’s
good for business.

VANCOUVER 2020:
THE GREENEST CITY IN THE WORLD
[P. 1,2 – Welcome Letters]

As Premier of the province of British Columbia, it is my pleasure to welcome everyone to
Electric Mobility Canada’s EV 2010 VÉ – Electric Vehicles/Véhicules Électriques Conference
and Trade Show being held in Vancouver at the Sheraton Wall Centre.

A MESSAGE FROM THE PREMIER
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INFRASTRUCTURE AND OTHER
READINESS MEASURES
This track focuses on infrastructure readiness to
receive electric vehicles, grid capacity and impacts,
charging infrastructure and the vehicle/grid
interface.

This track focuses on vehicles and their components,
energy storage, power management, testing/demo
results, and operating conditions. All modes of
transport both on road and off -road benefit from EV
and this track will explore the most commonly
used applications outside of passenger and
commercial vehicles.

TRACK 2 – 3 SESSIONS

VEHICLE TECHNOLOGIES

TRACK 1 – 5 SESSIONS

This conference was promoted in partnership with Pike Research.
Pike Research is a market research and consulting firm that provides in-depth analysis
of global clean technology markets. For more information, go to www.pikeresearch.com

Language of Presentation
Simultaneous interpretation between English and French presentations will be
provided during the Opening Plenary, the OEM Perspectives Session and the Closing
Plenary sessions.

Conference Program
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PUBLIC POLICIES AND
INSTITUTIONAL CHANGES
REQUIRED
This track focuses on how EVs are a critical pathway
to address peak oil and greenhouse gases that lead
to climate change and the public policies needed to
support EVs: implementation activities of the Electric
Vehicle Technology Roadmap for Canada
(evTRM), incentives, standards, codes, regulations
and the public vehicle procurement process.

TRACK 3 – 4 SESSIONS

This track focuses on market forecasts, the need for
EVs and on the innovative business models used by
manufacturers of EVs, batteries as well by as
utilities as needed to promote EVs to the
marketplace, to explain the environmental benefi ts
and how the environmental impacts of batteries
will be managed.

COMMERCIALIZATION AND
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

TRACK 4 – 4 SESSIONS

Poster Session
In addition to the program presentations listed below, several topics will be
displayed on poster boards in the Junior Ballroom Foyer of the Sheraton Wall Centre
Vancouver. The authors of the poster presentations will be available for discussion
during break periods on Tuesday, September 14.

SPECIAL MEETINGS

SEPTEMBER 13

SPECIAL SESSIONS
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Ultra Capacitors
Fuel Cells (hydrogen, zinc-air and others, flywheels, etc)

15:30 to 16:00

16:00 to 17:00

RECENT ADVANCES IN MATERIALS
FOR LITHIUM ION BATTERIES
Isobel Davidson, National Research
Council - Canada / Yaser Abu-Lebdeh,
National Research Council - Canada /
Fabrice Courtel, National Research
Council - Canada / Hugues Duncan,
National Research Council - Canada /
Svetlana Niketic, National Research
Council - Canada / Pamela Whitfield,
National Research Council - Canada

for over a decade. This presentation will summarize
approaches to overcoming the challenges, including
simple strategies to produce periodically ordered C/S
nanoarchitectures which exhibit reversible cathode
capacities up to 800 mAh/g, and novel solutions for
the negative electrode.

Charge storage devices can be roughly divided into
three categories depending on their power and
energy densities. In between conventional capacitors
and batteries, electrochemical capacitors have found
their own applications when discharge times between
a few seconds and a few minutes are required. Among

Most people in the electric vehicle industry recognize
that addressing energy storage is the key to putting
all-electric, highway capable vehicles on the road that
offer consumers a compelling alternative to internal
combustion. In 2004, Zenn Motor Company (ZMC)
partnered with EEStor to help facilitate this. EEStor is
currently developing an ultracapacitor with
characteristics that suit a variety of industries
requiring advanced energy storage, including

THE EESTOR ULTRA CAPACITOR
Ian Clifford, Zenn Motor Company

Refreshment Break

15:00 to 15:30

ELECTROCHEMICAL CAPACITORS AS
EMERGING ENERGY STORAGE
SYSTEMS
Daniel Bélanger, Département De
Chimie, Université Du Québec à Montréal

Advanced Battery Developments (zinc air, new developments in lithium, or other emerging technologies)

13:30 to 15:00

SPECIAL SESSION 2: ADVANCED ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES - (Open to all delegates) - ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM CD
This session with focus on Advanced Energy Storage Technologies dealing with technical data on new and emerging energy storage technologies.

Moderator: Angelo Giumento, Hydro-Québec

1
ACADEMICS INVOLVED IN EV RESEARCH ACTIVITIES FROM ACROSS CANADA
Academic researchers on various aspects of EVs will meet to share information on
current activities (By invitation only).

SPECIAL SESSION 1: MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING NETWORK MEETING - (for municipalities only)
Meeting of some Canadian municipalities, and their utilities, to share plans and lessons learned for EV Infrastructure readiness and to plan a strategy to turn Canadian
municipalities into EV ready places. The outcome of this meeting will be presented and discussed in Track 2 –Session 2.
Co – Moderators : Brian Beck, City of Vancouver / Ben Marans, Toronto Atmospheric Fund

13:30 to 17:00

GOVERNMENT – INDUSTRY SUMMIT ON ELECTRIC VEHICLES
This will be the first of planned annual summits between the Government of
Canada and EV industry members to track progress on the implementation of
Technology Roadmap for Electric Vehicles in Canada (evTRM) (by invitation only).

11:00 to 13:30

MONDAY

The increasing world-wide demand for energy and
pressing environmental needs have jump-started
efforts to develop large scale, safe, low-cost, high
energy density storage systems capable of powering
PHEV’s and EV’s. Lithium-ion batteries used today
operate on the basis of intercalation chemistry and
hence the charge storage capability is inherently
limited. Cost effective lithium-sulfur (Li-S) cells are
promising alternative candidates. Above all, the
energy density of the Li-S battery can approach the
highest values possible (on a weight (2500 Wh/kg) or
volume (2800 Wh/l) basis) of any known
combinations of materials, assuming a complete
conversion of elemental sulfur to Li2S. However,
reaching these goals has presented major challenges

BEYONG LI-ION: LARGE SCALE
ENERGY STORAGE FOR AUTOMOTIVE
TRANSPORT
Linda Nazar, University Of Waterloo
Xiulei Ji, University Of Waterloo / Scott
Evers, University Of Waterloo / Robert
Black, University Of Waterloo

Although lithium ion batteries already command a
huge share of the market for rechargeable batteries,
the technology is still in a state of continuous
development and improvement. The demands of new
applications such as electric vehicles and stationary
storage require significant reductions in cost and
further improvements in reliability and durability.
This presentation will outline some of the recent
developments in alternative materials for key
components of lithium ion batteries. The main driving
force for this research is to improve the safety and
durability of larger format lithium ion batteries while
maintaining the electrochemical performance that
has made them so important to the portable
electronics and power tool markets. Recent research
at the National Research Council of Canada on new
electrolytes based on ionic liquids, nano-composite
anodes incorporating high energy density alloys, new
environmentally friendly binders, and advancements
in cathodes will be presented.
In 2008, just under 120,000 tonnes of lithium
carbonate equivalent (LCE) was produced. The lithium
market is projected to increase at least two or three
fold by 2020, if 10% and 20% of consumers adopt
Electric and Hybrid vehicles, respectively. - Where will
new sources of lithium come from? Currently 70% of
the world's lithium comes from two deposits located
on the Chilean/Argentinean border. Western Lithium
believes that a greater degree of geographic diversity
of supply is required. - Lithium supply is of strategic
importance to the development of the battery and
automotive industries. Battery manufacturers will be
looking for security of supply, new product quality
and consistency requirements, and the ability of
producers to quickly ramp up production to meet
rapid growth potential.

THE SUPPLY CHAIN - WHAT
INVESTMENTS NEED TO BE MADE
TODAY TO ENSURE A SECURE
LITHIUM SUPPLY TOMORROW?
James Hayter, Western Lithium Corp

Our recent and current work, as well as that of some
other investigators, is aimed at creating lithium-ion
battery chemistries that contribute to better safety.
Our work focuses on the negative, positive electrodes
using nano materials (SiO, LTO, LFP) and ionic liquids
or ionic-liquid-polymer electrolytes, to achieve safety
and longer life for lithium-ion batteries.

LI-ION POLYMER-IONIC LIQUID
BATTERIES FOR GREEN
TRANSPORTATION
Karim Zaghib, Institut De Recherche
D'Hydro-Québec
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Electrochemical capacitors (known as supercapacitors
or ultracapacitors) are considered promising power
devices for electric and hybrid automotive
applications. The prime advantages driving
supercapacitor technology are high power density,
durability, safety, fast charging/recharging times, as
well as wide range of operating temperatures. In
addition, supercapacitors can be coupled with primary
high-energy batteries and/or fuel cells to serve as
temporary energy storage devices, with the ability to
store energy during braking and deliver it during peak
acceleration, prolonging these devices’ lifetime.
However, there are still some challenges, such as low
energy density and high cost, which hinder the
commercial use of supercapacitors. In order to
overcome these challenges, several Canadian
organizations, including the National Research Council
(NRC), local industries and universities, have carried
out multidisciplinary R&D projects in this area. This
presentation will summarize the research in
supercapacitors being carried out in Canada, and,
especially, the most recent research progress at NRC.

ELECTROCHEMICAL CAPACITORS AT
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
CANADA: CHALLENGES AND
PERSPECTIVES
Wei Qu, National Research Council

the different kinds of electrochemical capacitors using
different electrode materials (eg. carbon and metal
oxides), new devices have emerged at the border of
batteries and carbon/carbon capacitors. In this
presentation, basic concepts of electrochemical
capacitors will be presented. Results from our
laboratory on electrochemical capacitors making use
of the two classes of materials will be discussed and
advantages and limitations of each material will be
highlighted. Hybrid capacitors, which are based on a
faradaic and a capacitive electrodes will be described.
Finally, examples of applications of electrochemical
capacitors in the area of transportation will be
presented.
National Research Council of Canada’s Institute for FC
Innovation (NRC-IFCI) collaborates closely with world
leading Canadian and international FC companies to
help with their commercialization efforts. NRC-IFCI is
expanding its partnering opportunities to further
focus the development of its core competencies
towards clean energy technologies, including various
kinds of electric energy storage (EES) devices such as
supercapacitors and metal air batteries. One potential
battery system to reach this high-energy capacity for
electric vehicle application is metal-air batteries.
Another important energy storage device is the
electrochemical supercapacitor. The prime factor
driving supercapacitor technology is its high power
density. The super capacitor’s safety, durability and
wide range of operating temperatures are key factors
of interest to the transportation market. Both EES
technologies are important as they have the potential
to facilitate large-scale deployment of various
renewable electricity generation sources. This
presentation will present NRC-IFCI technology
activities on Hydrogen FC and energy storage.

DEVELOPMENT OF FUEL CELLS AND
CLEAN ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES AT
NRC-IFCI
Dave Ghosh, NRC Institute for Fuel Cell
Innovation
Wei Qu

transportation. The unique attributes of EEStor’s
technology will be reviewed in comparison with a
variety of other energy storage technologies, as will
ZMC’s plans for rapid market deployment.

17:00 to 19:00
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WELCOME COCKTAIL - ROOM: PAVILION BALLROOM (see page 30)

worldwide for the automotive industry. NRC-IMI
research projects are currently aimed at improving
performance and durability of next generation FC
membranes using melt-processing technologies. Our
goal is to prepare affordable and durable membranes
that operate over the full range of conditions
experienced in automotive vehicles. The current
approach focuses on extruding membranes with
various additive packages providing benefits to
commercialization as extrusion results in improved
mechanically durability and additives can be tailored
for the application. This presentation will review
NRC-IMI’s latest achievements in the development of
high performance FC membranes for automotive
applications.

DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH
PERFORMANCE FUEL CELL
MEMBRANES FOR THE
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
Lucie Robitaille, Industrial Materials
Institute of the National Research Council
Canada

Canada is one of the leading countries developing fuel
cell (FC) technology compared to competitors in
Japan, China, Germany and USA. However there are
still significant challenges centered on cost and
durability hindering rapid implementation of FC
technology. For instance, low-cost materials for
proton conduction at temperatures higher than 100°C
and low humidity levels are being searched

SPECIAL SESSIONS

SEPTEMBER 13

13:30 to 17:00

MONDAY
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TRACK 1 - SESSION 5
ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM C
ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES
Batteries continue to be a key element of EV strategies
and important progress is being made on many
fronts. This session will update delegates on the
current status of energy storage technologies already
in the market place, with a focus on the lithium ion
chemistries in use.

TRACK 1 - SESSION 1

MODELING AND BOUNDARY
DEFINITION FOR EVS
This session will provide an overview of how
modelling techniques can be used to predict how
energy systems will perform and how to construct
prototypes and demonstration projects.
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USING EVS TO ADDRESS CLIMATE
CHANGE, PEAK OIL, OIL SECURITY
AND AIR QUALITY ISSUES
EVs are being cited globally as a key element of
policies and programs to address climate change and
related issues. Transforming transportation to
electric traction cannot happen without appropriate
policies, support programs and incentives. This
session will explore this relationship in practical
terms.

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM D

TRACK 3 - SESSION 1

REFRESHMENT BREAK – POSTER SESSION

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM AB

10:30 to 12:00

10:00 to 10:30

PARTICIPANTS
Honourable Christian Paradis,
Canada’s Minister of Natural Resources Canada (invited)
Kip Morison, Chief Technology Officer, BC Hydro
Premier Gordon Campbell, Province of British Columbia (invited)
Deputy Mayor Heather Deal, City of Vancouver
Mayor Greg Robertson, City of Vancouver

2

INTERPRETATION

THE UTILITIES PERSPECTIVE
With electricity widely considered as the ‘fuel of the
future’, this session is designed to explore what
utilities are engaged in to promote EVs in their
jurisdictions.

ROOM: PORT Mc NEILL

TRACK 4 - SESSION 1

Message from Michael Ignatieff, Leader of the Liberal Party of Canada
Adrianne Carr, Deputy Leader, Green Party of Canada
Stephen H. Crolius, Senior Director, William J. Clinton Foundation
Geoff Munro, Associate Deputy Minister and Chief Scientist, Natural Resources
Canada to present a general report on the implementation activities of the
Electric Vehicle Technology Roadmap for Canada (evTRM). More information on
current evTRM and related projects will be available in Track 3, Session 2.

OPENING PLENARY SESSION – ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM

08:30 to10:00

SESSION CHAIR – Mike Elwood, Electric Mobility Canada

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST - ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM FOYER

SEPTEMBER 14

07:30 to 08:30

TUESDAY

The Transit Connect Electric Vehicle project is the
upfitting of the Production Transit Connect into a
pure Electric Vehicle for volume production. The
premise of this project to be for volume production
on an established vehicle platform has highlighted
some new challenges compared to working on a
vehicle that is intended for upfitting or bodybuilder
applications. Component are situated in the vehicle
with close consideration of the Crash Testing impacts
and Noise / Vibration isolation, often leading to
routing and connection challenges unique to an
upfitted vehicle. In addition to location of
components, integration into the existing vehicle
electrics while maintaining the feel and of the
original vehicle provides new challenges with
utilization of existing circuitry Production upfitting of
existing platforms probably be the direction of future
electric vehicles as they integrate they become
mainstream and are integrated into auto
manufacturer’s product lines.

1.5 > BATTERY DOMINANT
HYDROGEN FUEL CELL BUS
DEMONSTRATION
Ben Herlinger, BC Transit

1.1 > VOLUME PRODUCTION
ELECTRIC VEHICLE CONSIDERATIONS
BY UPFITTING A PRODUCTION
INTERNAL COMBUSTION VEHICLE
FROM AN ELECTRICAL STANDPOINT
Brad Oldham, Azure Dynamics
In March 2010, BC Transit, Proterra LLC, Transport
Canada and the US based Centre for Transportation and
the Environment participated in a transit
demonstration that assessed the performance of the
Proterra bus. The lightweight 35 ft bus is a battery
dominant plug-in hybrid that uses two 16kW fuel cells
as a range extender, and can seat as many passengers
as a conventional 40’ bus. The purpose of the
demonstration was to benchmark fuel efficiency versus
current diesel buses, assess cold weather performance,
and assess the operational effectiveness of the bus. The
bus was tested by loading weights aboard in the place
of a passengers and following in-service buses on BC
Transit routes. The fuel consumption of the bus was
approximately 7.6kg/100km of hydrogen,
approximately half the fuel consumption of a diesel
bus on an energy equivalent basis.

MODERATOR:
Stephen Bieda, Precepts Benchmark
Consulting Inc., Stoney Creek

MODERATOR:
Eric Bibeau, University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg

TRACK 1 - SESSION 5
ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM C

TRACK 1 - SESSION 1

SEPTEMBER 14

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM AB

10:30 to 12:00

TUESDAY
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TRACK 3 - SESSION 1

It will take decades for new plug-ins to constitute a
substantial percentage of all vehicles on the road --

3.1 > HOW GAS-GUZZLER
CONVERSIONS CAN ACCELERATE
TRANSPORTATION ELECTRIFICATION
Ron Gremban, The Calfornia Cars
Initiative (CalCars.Org)

With production of oil predicted to decline, the
number of transportation vehicles and their pollution
impact continuing to increase globally, worldwide
rising energy security concerns, and the realization
that we live in a carbon constrained world, a
transformation of the transportation sector to electric
mobility is inevitable. The driving force behind this
transformation is energy; implementation of electric
mobility is limited however by battery cycle costs
which can currently be an order of magnitude higher
compared to the electrical energy itself. Of
importance is to understand the relatively high
capital cost of electric mobility compared to new
renewable energy generation. The change in the
renewable energy ratio in Canada will be shown for
various electrical generation scenarios to address the
new load. It will be proposed that the increase in the
renewable energy ratio should be a critical parameter
to base transportation policy.

3.1 > INCREASING THE RENEWABLE
ENERGY RATIO USING ELECTRIC
MOBILITY
Eric Bibeau, University of Manitoba ,
NSERC/Manitoba Hydro Chair in
Alternative Energy

MODERATOR:
Jim Perkins, Metro Vancouver, Burnaby

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM D

In the past year, Hydro-Québec has launched several
initiatives in individual electric transport with OEM’s
such as Ford, Mitsubishi, Toyota and Nissan.
Hydro-Québec is a Canadian leader in the promotion
of electric mobility in Canada. Speaker Pierre-Luc
Desgagné Director General – Strategic Planning and
Government Affairs. Hydro-Québec, un exemple à
suivre Depuis un an, Hydro-Québec a lancé plusieurs
initiatives en transports individuels électriques avec
des constructeurs automobiles tels que Ford,
Mitsubishi, Toyota et Nissan. Elle compte parmi les
chefs de file au Canada dans la promotion de
l'électrification des transports. Conférencier
Pierre-Luc Desgagné Directeur principal –
Planification stratégique et affaires
gouvernementales.

4.1 > HYDRO-QUÉBEC, AN EXAMPLE
TO FOLLOW
Pierre-Luc Desgagné, Hydro-Québec

MODERATOR:
Mark Dubois-Phillips, BC Hydro
Vancouver

ROOM: PORT Mc NEILL

TRACK 4 - SESSION 1

2

Powertrain modeling and simulation (PM&S) for road
vehicles is becoming more and more common in the
automotive design process. However, it has not yet
seen extensive use in off-road vehicles. PM&S for road
vehicles is often predominantly defined by a speed vs
time cycle. However, in many off-road applications
factors other than speed and time may have a much
greater impact on a vehicle's powertrain. For example
a small, slow speed rover's powertrain might be
much more influenced by slope and location than
speed vs time. This presentation looks at work
performed so far to try and expand the capabilities of
current automotive PM&S software in order to model
and simulate off-road vehicles with adequate fidelity.

1.1 > POWERTRAIN MODELING AND
SIMULATION FOR OFF-ROAD
VEHICLES
Simon Ouellette, McGill University

Even as the transportation industry increases vehicle
efficiency by moving to plug-in electric and electric
vehicles, the demand for powertrain improvements
will continue to be paramount. Azure Dynamics has
developed detailed proprietary vehicle component
models which give our engineers accurate sensitivity
analyses of vehicle components with respect to
power and efficiency. The component models include
but are not limited to the contributions of
aerodynamic drag, rolling resistance, motor
dynamics, inverter dynamics, 12 volt system loading
and high voltage energy storage devices.
Comparisons of complete vehicle modeling output to
real data will be presented. Results from several
sensitivity analyses of vehicle efficiency relative to
component efficiencies will also be presented.

1.1 > SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF
ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPONENTS ON
OVERALL EFFICIENCY
Christopher Ostafew, Azure Dynamics

E-One Moli Energy develops industry leading lithium
ion cells for many applications. The MOLICEL©
IBR-26700A 2.8Ah cell, designed for plug-in hybrid
vehicle applications, can last for nearly 3,000 cycles in
anticipated PHEV10 usage profiles. New designs are
required for larger energy storage requirements such
as those desired in PHEV40 and pure BEV applications.
Higher energy densities to offset the space required by
the battery, is one such development pathway. The
MOLICEL© IBR-26700 3.5Ah cell for EV applications,
which achieves higher energy density, while
maintaining most of the power capability and long
cycle life advantages will be presented. While large
arrays of small cells are attractive to some market
segments, the EV industry continues to prefer large
prismatic format cells for ease of pack design,
increased pack reliability, and greater packing density.
E-One Moli Energy will present our recent
development work in 30Ah prismatic designs.

1.5 > FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS IN
LITHIUM ION BATTERIES FOR
ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Mark Shoesmith, E-One Moli Energy
Canada
Yong-Shou Lin
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Policies to deliver on air emissions and energy
security objectives often target activities in the
transportation sector. However, these policies are
highly attenuated to the prevailing technologies,
infrastructure and social structures that comprise the
current transportation system. For example,
volumetric consumption of hydrocarbon fuels is the
basis for public revenues to maintain highways, as
well as for fuel efficiency and GHG emissions
regulations for light-duty vehicles. Regulated
emissions of criteria air contaminants are measured
at the tailpipe, and transportation energy
consumption is dominated by the service life portion
of vehicles’ life-cycles. These conventions fail to
recognize the operating characteristics of electric
traction, or the impacts of electric vehicle use.
Therefore, current policy frameworks should be
reconsidered, and new policies are needed to prepare
for electrically-powered mobility. This presentation
will review some key elements of current policy
frameworks, and identify policy pathways that lever
the opportunities of emerging EV technology.

3.1 >POLICY FRAMEWORKS TO
ACCOMMODATE AND SUPPORT
ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Bob Oliver, Pollution Probe

or to have a significant impact on fossil fuel use, GHG
emissions, energy security, or oil price volatility.
Fortunately, the technology exists to transform
many existing ICE vehicles into either BEVs and
PHEVs. High volume retrofits especially of larger
vehicles can create many new green jobs and bring
us the benefits of transportation electrification
decades quicker. CalCars will compare the market
penetration rates for new and converted vehicles
and the resulting employment, economic and
environmental benefits -- including the embedded
energy in vehicles that are 'fixed' instead of crushed.
We will outline the steps and policies that
companies, communities and public agencies can
take to accelerate the development of this new
industry.

As the utility for a large Canadian city, ENMAX
recognizes that the arrival of Plug in Electric Vehicles
(PHEVs) and Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) will
present new and interesting market opportunities
for our organization and will provide new
transportation options for our clients. ENMAX is
planning a large demonstration project of various
types of EVs for use as fleet vehicles and by our
employees. This presentation will deal with the
reasons why ENMAX is pursuing this initiative, the
expected benefits and impacts to our utility and to
our customers.

4.1 > ENMAX WELCOMES EV’S TO
CALGARY
Rob Harris, ENMAX Corporation

In 2005 Manitoba Hydro approved a project to
convert a Prius to a PHEV by Energy CS in California.
The conversion finally took place in August 2006,
but soon ran into problems with the Energy CS
controls and Valence Li Ion batteries. It failed
altogether in early 2007. Undaunted, the car was
later reconverted in November 2007 to a simpler
PHEV by Hymotion using A123 Li Ion batteries and
the car runs very well to this day. This convinced
Manitoba Hydro that PEV was the future and since
then, we now have deals to obtain a Toyota 2010
Prius PEV, a 2010 Chevy Volt, and a conversion of
one of our F550 line trucks to PHEV via an EPRI/DOE
program. In addition to this testing, Manitoba Hydro
co-operates with many other organizations
testing/analyzing/promoting PEV such as the
University of Manitoba, EPRI, CEATI, IEA, EMC and
NRCan.

4.1 > MANITOBA HYDRO'S EFFORTS
TO PROMOTE EVs IN MANITOBA
Tom Molinski, Manitoba Hydro

This talk summarizes the results of a recent study
performed in collaboration with the Toronto Transit
Commission. Combining data acquisition and
advanced vehicle simulation, the study develops and
evaluates technologies for maximizing the benefits
of hybrid buses. For fleet operators the study
investigates tools and methods to optimize their
procurement and deployment of hybrid buses,
including both analytic and simulation-based tools.
The real-world performance of current hybrids and
the accuracy of the procurement and deployment
tools are presented. The study also compares the
simulated performance of battery, ultra-capacitor,
and flywheel-based hybrid powertrains on the TTC
and standard test routes, including the New York City
cycle. The impact of drive cycle on the optimal
energy storage technology is evaluated and
presented.

1.1 > USING MODEL-BASED DESIGN
TO MAXIMIZE THE BENEFITS OF
HEAVY-DUTY HYBRIDS – A CASE
STUDY WITH THE TORONTO
TRANSIT COMMISSION
Matthew Stevens, CrossChasm
Technologies
Ray Minato, Inertia Engineering +
Design / Jennifer Bauman,
CrossChasm Technologies / Larry Zhou,
Inertia Engineering + Design /
Chris Mendes, CrossChasm
Technologies

1.5 > LESSONS FROM THE
HYPER-COMPETITIVE, COST DRIVEN
AUTOMOTIVE BATTERY INDUSTRY
Gitangali Dasgupta, Electrovaya
The push for electric drive transportation is driving
the lithium ion battery industry to supply energy
storage solutions that are both cost-effective and
technically advanced. Electrovaya offers its partners
its proprietary Lithium Ion SuperPolymer® battery
products featuring its unique environmentally
friendly, non-toxic manufacturing process with a
range of products optimized for pure electric and
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles. This presentation
will examine automotive requirements (weight,
packaging, power, energy, thermal management,
electronic management) within the constraint of
automotive pricing and the corresponding design
and business lessons learnt to-date.

1.5 > PLUG-IN HYBRID ELECTRIC
VEHICLE MODELING WITH OPTIMUM
BATTERY SELECTION
Gary Wang, Simon Fraser University
Characteristics of batteries play an important role in
PHEV design. We compare the performance of 15
different types of batteries, including Li-ion, NiMH,
NiZn, and Pb-acid batteries, for PHEV20 (PHEV sized
for 20 miles of all electric range) based on fuel
economy, operating cost, and GHG emissions. It is
found that two from 15 batteries outwin the rest.
Among the two, a NiMH gives the highest fuel
economy, and a Li-ion yields the lowest operating cost
and GHG emissions. From comparing nine batteries
that are either on or close to the Pareto frontier, one
can see that NiZn is not as competitive; Li-ion and
NiMH batteries offer better fuel economy than Pb-acid
batteries. While Li-ion batteries bear clear advantage
on operating costs and GHG emissions, NiMH and
Pb-acid batteries show similar performances from
these two aspects. This talk will also briefly discuss
optimal sizing for motors and engines for PHEV.
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Can the power of the sun be harnessed by the
electric car? This presentation reviews the practical
technology and policy considerations of using solar
PV in vehicles and utility grid infrastructure to
achieve a sustainable long-term energy solution for
electric cars. JOHN STONIER, CA VP Strategic
Planning & Treasurer, Day4 Energy Inc.
Spokesperson, Director, Vancouver Electric Vehicle
Association John has been active in the renewable
energy industry since 2002 and has been an officer
of Day4 Energy since 2007. Day4 is Canada’s leading
solar PV technology company. He previously held
senior financial roles in the internet and telecom
industries and prior, articled with KPMG in
Vancouver and Toronto. He is a past director of the BC
Sustainable Energy Association, and currently sits on
the oversight committee of Solar BC, a government
funded solar thermal and PV initiative of BCSEA.

3.1 > PV & EV? RENEWABLE ENERGY
AND THE ELECTRIC CAR.
John Stonier, Day4 Energy Inc.

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM D

2

MEDIA RIDE AND DRIVE

EVS AND THE GRID – A STATUS
REPORT
Utilities across Canada and elsewhere have been
studying the potential impacts of EV’s on the grid.
They will share their findings, issues identified and
possible solutions.

MODERATOR:
Tom Molinski, Manitoba Hydro.
Winnipeg

DUTY CYCLE ANALYSES
Proper analyses of the duty cycles to which fleets
and vehicles are subjected to can help to identify the
needed technologies to minimize fuel consumption
and the potential applications of EV’s.

MODERATOR:
Nigel Fitzpatrick , Azure Dynamics,
Burnaby

TRACK 2 - SESSION 1
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MODERATOR:
Mike Elwood, Azure Dynamics,
Mississauga

ELECTRIC VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY
ROADMAP (evTRM) RELATED
ACTIVITIES
A number of committees are at work in
implementing the strategic initiatives from the
evTRM. The Committee Chairs will give a brief
overview of their work plans and current status. A
general Q & A session will follow.

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM D

TRACK 3 - SESSION 2

BUFFET LUNCH - ROOM: GRAND BALLROOM

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM AB

13:00 to 14:30

12:00 to 13:00

MODERATOR:
Catherine Kargas, Marcon, Montréal

CUSTOMER PERSPECTIVES
This session will include current reports assessing
how customers view the various forms of EVs and
their environmental and economic impacts.

ROOM: PORT Mc NEILL

TRACK 4 - SESSION 2

A Media Ride and Drive event will take place at Southeast False Creek Plaza (Olympic Village) 1 Athletes Way. Several OEMs will make their electric vehicles available to media
representatives with a view to demonstrate that are an important part of our future energy landscape.

11:00 to 13:00

TRACK 3 - SESSION 2

Cold climate, aggressive driving, and congested
urban driving have been shown to significantly
increase fuel consumption and emissions of
conventional, hybrid, and plug-in hybrid vehicles. In
this study, two electric vehicles were tested at the
chassis dynamometer test facility of the Emissions
Research and Measurement Section of Environment
Canada. Vehicles were tested under urban, highway,
and aggressive / high speed driving conditions, and
at standard and cold ambient temperatures.
Electrical consumption and range were measured. It
is important that climate and driving conditions be
considered in the design of electric vehicles, the

A simulation study has been performed on the
impact of PHEV charging on the future electricity
grid and on GHG emissions for each of the 10
Canadian provinces. Using the PHEV Charge Impact
Model developed by Natural Resources Canada, a
large number of scenarios displaying varying PHEV

2.1 > THE IMPACT OF PHEV
CHARGING ON THE FUTURE
ELECTRICITY GRID AND ON GHG
EMISSIONS IN CANADA
Hajo Ribberink, Natural Resources
Canada
Chris Shum, University of Waterloo
Evgueniy Entchev, Natural Resources
Canada

Electric Mobility Canada (EMC), in collaboration with
Natural Resources Canada (NRCAN) and Transport
Canada (TC), and with the advice of a steering
committee broadly representing the auto industry,
the EV suppliers and academia, completed the
Technology Roadmap for Electric Vehicles in Canada
in the summer of 2009. The final report was
published by the Government of Canada in March
2010 and steps are being taken by EMC along with
NRCan and TC to launch a process to implement the
strategic initiatives in the roadmap report. By
September, we expect that the process will be well
underway.

The utility industry recognizes that electrifying
transportation in both on and off road applications
will occur given market pressures including
economics, energy independence, and
environmental concerns. The question being posed
by the electric industry is 'What impact will PHEV
loading characteristics have on distribution system
operations?' Given the spatial diversity of the PHEVs
throughout the network, distribution system
impacts will need to be evaluated in terms of total
PHEV penetration level as well as localized PHEV
concentrations. This paper summaries some of the
key results obtained from a study geared to evaluate
the effect of Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs)
on representative Hydro-Québec distribution
feeders. The study will also examine the combined
impacts on Hydro-Québec's distribution network.

Vehicle modeling is used to validate technology
feasibility and components design and sizing. The
presenter will introduce the concepts, methodology
and tool used to monitor, analyze, develop numeric
models and vehicle simulation to properly design
and size electric version of vehicles. This methodology and method has been developed by CNTA and
used in several projects such as Posi-Plus utility
trucks, LTS Marine electric boat, STL Trolleybus and so
on.

1.2 > IMPACT OF DRIVING CYCLE
AND CLIMATE ON ELECTRICAL
CONSUMPTION AND RANGE OF
TWO ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Norm Meyer, Transport Canada
Martha Christenson, Environment
Canada

3.2 > IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
FOR THE ELECTRIC VEHICLE
TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP FOR
CANADA
Al Cormier, Electric Mobility Canada

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM D

2.1 > GRID IMPACTS OF PLUG-IN
ELECTRIC VEHICLES ON
HYDRO-QUÉBEC'S DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM
Angelo Giumento, Hydro-Québec
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1.2 > VEHICLE MODELING AND
DUTY CYCLE TO VALIDATE
TECHNOLOGY FEASIBILITY
Sylvain Castonguay, Centre National du
Transport Avancé

TRACK 2 - SESSION 1
ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM C
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SEPTEMBER 14
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13:00 to 14:30

TUESDAY

This presentation will highlight the results from
Pike Research’s Electric Vehicle Consumer Survey,
which will be undertaken in the summer 2010. The
presenter will discuss findings of consumer interest
in and motivations for the purchase of plug-in and
all electric vehicles. He will also discuss the
demographics of likely electric vehicle buyers, how
much they are willing to pay for the vehicles, and
the perceived benefits

4.2 > PIKE RESEARCH’S ELECTRIC
VEHICLE CONSUMER SURVEY
John Gartner, Pike Research

ROOM: PORT Mc NEILL

TRACK 4 - SESSION 2

2

This piece will focus on mapping a broad range of
fleet and consumer vehicle duty cycles to drive the
development of innovative electric drive solutions. To
decrease fossil fuel dependence as quickly as
possible calls for flexible electric drive systems that
are configurable for a wide variety of duty cycles that
minimize customization and maximize scalability
and market penetration. REV will share its findings
and propose key solutions that enable cross-platform
modularity.

1.2 > DESIGNING FLEXIBLE ELECTRIC
DRIVE AND STORAGE SOLUTIONS
TO MATCH VEHICLE DUTY CYCLES
Jay Giraud, Rapid Electric Vehicles Inc.
(REV)

development of standard test procedures and
reporting protocols for electric vehicles, the
development grid impacts models, and policy
development related to electric vehicles.

The portion of the electrical grid dealing with EV
charging can be virtualized and handled separately
from the remainder, because - unlike the loads
currently on the grid - its loads can be controlled
automatically. This control entails three co-operating
processes: J1772 charger modulation, current load
sensing and command and control signals within a
hierarchical network. The interface to the existing
grid can be at transformer substation points, but
location is discretionary. The approach differs from
initiatives to date in that this model attempts to fit
the EVSE into the existing grid without disturbing
current consumption patterns or re-educating
consumers explicitly. In addition, it allows for more
flexible (and higher) EV charging rates, requiring
minimum (optional) alterations to existing physical
plant. It is designed to accept variable growth rates
in EV acceptance, to deal gracefully with
geographically clustered distributions, and to
minimize the impact of high aggregate demand
regional profiles.

2.1 > THE VARIABLE GRID - A
SUBSET OF THE ELECTRICAL GRID
DEFINED BY AUTOMATED DEMAND
CONTROL
Mike Schuler, Variable Grid

penetration rates and charging scenarios were
evaluated for the years 2015, 2020, and 2025. The
additional load on the grid due to the charging of
PHEVs was determined and compared to the
projected non-PHEV load. The possibility to meet this
additional load at times of reduced electric demand
was examined. The potential of PHEVs to reduce GHG
emissions compared to the use of HEVs or
conventional vehicles was investigated as well. This
paper presents the results of these studies together
with an analysis of the significant differences in the
outcome for the various provinces.
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Along with Ben Marans of the Toronto Atmospheric
Fund, Brian Beck will present the conclusions of the
Network of Municipal Officials from across Canada
who have developed a strategic plan for the
implementation of EV infrastructure at the municipal
level. The key elements of this plan will be presented
at this session.

3.2 > CANADIAN MUNICIPAL
PRIORITIES FOR BUILDING AN
INTEGRATED PLUG-IN ELECTRIC
VEHICLE (PEV) CHARGING NETWORK
Brian Beck, City of Vancouver
Ben Marans, Toronto Atmospheric Fund

Project Eve is a direct response to the evTRM. We are
an industry led initiative to produce electric vehicles
in Canada composed substantially of Canadian
content. In order to achieve our objectives, all
interested companies contribute a copy of their
intellectual property to an IP pool in exchange for
shares in a new company. In this way, all of the
necessary capabilities are present for comprehensive
RFP and R&D responses, for system and subsystem
level design, development and integration, and for
obtaining financing. By openly sharing data, and
reducing collaboration costs and cycles, and by
having common stakes in the commercial outcomes
of specific projects, participants can leverage their IP
assets and accelerate their market goals, creating
value in the face of increasing competition.

3.2 > PROJECT EVE - A RESPONSE TO
THE ROADMAP INITIATIVE
PROPOSING A CANADIAN BRAND EV
Nathan Armstrong, Motive Industries Inc.

A barrier to mass adoption of electrified vehicles is
the purchase process and cost uncertainty. Hybrid,
plug-in, and all-electric vehicles generally involve a
premium purchase price compared to non-hybrid
gasoline or diesel equivalent for the promise of
reduced operating costs. The challenge is that while
the purchase price is known with certainty, the
operating cost savings are not. Since the real-world
energy consumption of these vehicles varies
drastically between owners, the savings are highly
variable. As a result, it becomes very difficult to
generate a reliable business case, including a
return-on-investment analysis, on these vehicles.
This talk presents the development and initial
results of an automated system to generate highly
accurate business cases that answer two critical
questions for potential buyers: 1) Can the vehicle do
everything I need it to do? (e.g. Does it have enough
range for ME?) 2) What energy/fuel savings will I
get?

4.2 >PURCHASING ELECTRIC
VEHICLES - DEVELOPING PHEV AND
EV BUSINESS CASES (ROI)
THROUGH SIMULATION-BASED
BUYING
Matthew Stevens, CrossChasm
Technologies
Chris Mendes, CrossChasm
Technologies / Gurhari Singh,
CrossChasm Technologies / Jennifer
Bauman, CrossChasm Technologies

14:30 to 15:00

Plug-in Electric Vehicles (PEV) can address all major
energy drivers— peak oil, green house gases
leading to climate change, energy security, and
emissions—when implemented simultaneously
with the installation of new renewable generation.
Development of a daily duty cycle, based on real
world driving behavior and parking times is a critical
requirement of optimal sizing of the electric
drivetrain components, choice of battery chemistry
and storage size and development of controllers
optimized to vehicle driving patterns. A large
database consisting of one year of data collection
from a fleet of 76 cars equipped with GPS-based
data loggers in the city of Winnipeg, Manitoba, is
created and then used to develop a new duty cycle

Electric Mobility is a topic that touches the mandate
of several departments and agencies of Canada’s
Federal Government. The Government’s
Interdepartmental Working Group on Electric
Mobility has conducted a review of all government
activities in this field and analyzed their relevance to
the strategic initiatives contained in the Electric
Vehicle Technology Roadmap (evTRM) report. A
synthesis of the findings will be presented.

REFRESHMENT BREAK – POSTER SESSION

Charging efficiencies for electric vehicle batteries will
vary depending on the applied charging level and the
design of the charging equipment. Efficiency
differences between the three charging levels could
be as high as 10%. Considering a typical EV could
consume 3,340 kWh annually, a 10% efficiency gain
could represent 334 kWh per car per year. If the EV
population were reach 10,000 vehicles by 2015, a
10% efficiency gain would represent 3.34 GWh per
year. Even a 1% efficiency gain would represent
334MWh/year.

3.2 > GOVERNMENT OF CANADA
ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THE
ELECTRIC VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY
ROADMAP
Ian MacIntyre, Nrcan Canmet

1.2 > USING URBAN VEHICLE
TRAVEL DATA TO DEVELOP A DUTY
CYCLE FOR PLUG-IN ELECTRIC
VEHICLES
Eric Bibeau, University Of Manitoba
Soheil Shahidinejad, Department of
Mechanical and Manufacturing
Engineering, University of Manitoba

2.1 > EV CHARGING PATHWAYS ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Alec Tsang, BC Hydro
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MODERATOR:
Gerry Pietschmann, Fleet Services,
Toronto
1. The plans of several major Canadian cities in
adopting charging infrastructure for EV’s.

MODERATOR:
Sylvain Castonguay, Centre National du
Transport Avancé, Saint-Jérôme

1.3 > ARE YOU SMARTER THAN
YOUR CHARGER?
Pascal Beauregard Pontinha ,
Hydro-Québec

The definition of a 'SMART' charger has considerably
evolved from its early beginning. We now know that
we can expect a lot more from these devices, but
what can we expect exactly? In the attempt to
answer this question, Hydro-Québec launched the
Interactive Smart Zone Demonstration project in the
city of Boucherville, Québec. Different technologies
and concepts related to modernization of electrical
networks will be demonstrated, in particular the
(cont'd on next page)

Without appropriate infrastructure in place, the
deployment of EV’s will not progress satisfactorily.
Three ‘readiness’ topics will be included in this
session.

This session will include a report on an EMC led
project aimed at defining how EV monitoring
projects in Canada should be structured, monitored
and reported. It will also provide an overview of
current demo project activities in Canada and
elsewhere.

3. Other readiness measures being implemented.

2. Plans of US and other cities

INFRASTRUCTURE READINESS FOR
EV’S

EV DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

TRACK 2 - SESSION 2
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The vehicle market is evolving rapidly to meet
demand for “environmentally friendly” vehicles. EVs
are projected to represent 20% of global vehicle
production by the year 2020. This presents industry
with significant challenges requiring simultaneous
global development of technology, standards,
regulations and work force development. Global
harmonization of requirements facilitates trade and
stimulates economic growth by enabling products to
be tested, certified and recognized internationally,

3.3 > ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
VEHICLE – EV CODES AND
STANDARDS
Julie Cairns, Canadian Standards
Association (CSA )

MODERATOR:
Stephen Brown, CSA Standards,
Mississauga

In addition to the evTRM presentations described
earlier, the Canadian Standards Association (CSA), in
collaboration with EMC, has launched an aggressive
plan to update the standards, codes and personnel
certification processes to ensure that Canada is ready
to adopt EV’s as part of its transportation supply mix.
The CSA-EV Resource Task Group will describe its
activities and provide a status report. In addition,
speakers from other jurisdictions will share their
activities in this regard.

NEEDED REVISIONS TO CODES AND
STANDARDS TO WELCOME EVS

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM D

This presentation will look at the barriers and
challenges as they relate to rollout and adoption for
electric vehicles. We'll explore and discuss the
application of innovative business models in other
industries and assess how they can be applied in
areas where new EV technologies and consumer,
government and utility industries converge. We'll
cover the roles that emerging energy storage,
renewables production, information technology
and telemetry play in shaping how both consumers
and stakeholders will interact with electric vehicles.

4.3 > THE ROLE OF SOLUTIONS
PROVIDERS AND SYSTEM
INTEGRATORS
Jay Giraud, REV Technologies

MODERATOR:
Ian Clifford, Zenn Motor Company,
Toronto

NEW BUSINESS MODELS FOR
OEM’S, BATTERY MANUFACTURERS
AND UTILITIES
Selling EVs will require radical new business models
on the part of the OEM’s, the battery providers and
utilities to compete with regular internal
combustion engine vehicles that will continue to be
available at lower costs. Unless new models emerge,
the economic viability of EV’s is in doubt. This session
will explore new business models proposed to meet
these marketing challenges.

ROOM: PORT Mc NEILL

TRACK 4 - SESSION 3

Electric Transportation Engineering Corporation, in
partnership with the Idaho National Laboratory
(INL), Nissan North America, and 40 government,
electric utility, and private organizations, will
demonstrate the deployment and use of 11,000+
Level II electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) and
fast chargers in eleven major cities in Washington,
Oregon, California, Arizona and Tennessee. The
EVProject includes 4,700 battery electric Nissan Leafs
that will be recharged by the EVSE and fast chargers
in private residence, fleet, and public locations. All
16,000 vehicles and recharging units will provide
raw data to the INL. This data, which will be
generated from the largest ever deployment of
battery electric vehicles and charging infrastructure,
will be reported to the EVProject sponsor, the U.S.
Department of Energy’s (DOE) Vehicle Technologies
Program, to help DOE plan for the successful future
deployment of additional electric drive vehicles and

1.3 > THE “EV PROJECT” ELECTRIC
VEHICLE AND CHARGING
INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENT
AND DEMONSTRATION
Richard Carlson, Idaho National
Laboratory
James Francfort

(cont'd from previous page)
deployment of infrastructure for charging electric
and hybrid rechargeable vehicles. This project is
among the successful projects retained by Natural
Resources Canada for the Clean Energy Fund. This
presentation will show how Hydro-Québec intends
to use the now evolved 'SMART' chargers and mostly
how the public resistance will be addressed in a
'SMART' way to ensure their contribution and
acceptance to the greater benefit of all.

In light of the production of plug in hybrid and
electric vehicles across North America, the need for
electrical infrastructure changes is beginning to
occur. The changes in infrastructure for Level 2 240V
charging will require a transfer of information,
products, and wealth to previously unrelated
industries. Key participants in this value chain will

2.2 > ELECTRICAL VEHICLE SUPPLY
EQUIPMENT VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS
Manoj Karwa, Leviton

Having been active in developing practical solutions
for clean, efficient and sustainable transportation in
Canada, Pollution Probe has developed the report
Moving Toward an Electric Mobility Master Plan
(EMMP) for the City of Toronto. The EMMP project
had three main objectives: 1) To provide a
comprehensive overview of the current state of
electric mobility in the City of Toronto, including a
review of existing and developing technologies;
modeling analysis of potential emission reductions
associated with electric mobility uptake; and
consultations with experts. 2) To identify the
elements that would comprise an effective electric
mobility plan by convening the main stakeholders
around this project. 3) To catalyze action toward a
master plan by seeking the input of decision makers
and working with them to identify ‘next-steps’ and
recommendations for the transition toward an
appropriate scope of electric mobility. The
methodology and outcomes may inform electric
mobility uptake in other jurisdictions.

2.2 > MOVING TOWARD AND
ELECTRIC MOBILITY MASTER PLAN
FOR THE CITY OF TORONTO
Kimberly Scratch, Pollution Probe
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Developing codes, standards and regulations for
conversions of ICE vehicles involve different
considerations than for the production of new
vehicles. Ensuring that a previously validated vehicle
continues to meet criteria for safety, durability, and
emissions can in some cases be done with many
fewer physical tests and more modeling, and can
encompass multiple similar designs. Ron Gremban,
CalCars.org Technology Lead, who led the team for
the first Prius conversion and was involved in the
California Air Resource Board's proceedings to certify
hybrid conversions, can address these issues and
related ones, such as Ontario's recently-announced
plans to regulate EV conversions.

3.3 > WHAT CODES, STANDARDS
AND REGULATIONS ARE NEEDED
FOR CONVERSIONS?
Ron Gremban, The Calfornia Cars
Initiative (CalCars.Org)

(cont'd from previous page)
thus ensuring compatibility in global markets.
Canadian and US road maps clearly identify
Standards as essential for the acceptance,
sustainability and safe deployment of Electric
Vehicles. The Canadian Standards Association, has
launched an aggressive plan to harmonize electric
vehicle and infrastructure standards globally. Julie
will provide an update on the CSA-EV Resource Task
Group and the strategy to ensure North America is a
driving force in the development of end to end
solutions for the adoption of EV’s as part of the
transportation supply mix.

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM D

Nissan is taking a drastically different approach to
bringing the Nissan LEAF to the Canadian market
place. The consumer purchase process has been
revolutionized, and will guide the consumer from
beginning to end through the newly designed
Nissan LEAF Customer Journey. The Nissan LEAF
Customer Journey is designed to be a
comprehensive shopping experience for customers.
Customers can move through the purchase cycle, in
a single location instead of using various sources for
research, learning, scheduling, reserving, ordering,
etc. The customer will be educated on the product
and taken through an assessment process to ensure
the Nissan LEAF is the right vehicle to suit their
needs. The reservation and ordering process for the
Nissan LEAF will all be conducted online. The
primary objective is to deliver an ultimate customer
satisfaction experience. The Nissan LEAF Customer
Journey will help Nissan to become the most
trusted car company in the industry; as well as
being the brand leader in electrical vehicles.

4.3 > THE NISSAN LEAF CUSTOMER
JOURNEY
Mark McDade, Nissan Canada Inc.

ROOM: PORT Mc NEILL
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This session will include a report on an EMC led
project aimed at defining how EV monitoring
projects in Canada should be structured, monitored
and reported. It will also provide an overview of
current demo project activities in Canada and
elsewhere.

1.3 > CANADIAN EV
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
GUIDELINES
Maxime Ouellet, CNTA

A demonstration began in 2008 in Manitoba
involving the conversion of ten Toyota Priuses to
operate as plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, or PHEV,
using conversion technology from A123Systems Inc.
All the vehicles are currently operating in public
sector fleets, and performance monitoring of all will
continue until late 2011. Results for the project so
far, and future directions, will be described. As well
as being the site for one of PHEV, Red River College
became a certified conversion centre for
A123Systems Inc. with all but one of the vehicle
conversions being undertaken at the College by
qualified instructional staff. College staff also has
been involved in management and analysis of data
for the project, and in the development of solutions
to address cold-weather issues.

Ray Hoemsen, Red River College
Robert Parsons, Province of Manitoba and
Hydrogen Centre of Expertise Inc.

1.3 > MANITOBA PHEV
DEMONSTRATION

recharging infrastructure. Project status and plans
will be discussed. INL/CON-10-18323

Building projects seeking LEED Canada Certification
may choose to pursue Credit SSc4.3 'Sustainable
Sites - Alternative Fuel Vehicles'. The intent of this
Credit is to 'Reduce pollution and land development
impacts from automobile use.' Some recent projects
have chosen to pursue approval of this Credit by
means of provision of Electric Vehicle charging
facilities. This has generated discussion within the
Canada Green Building Council around the question
of how available electric vehicles are in the area of
the building project at the present time, and
confirmation that the EV charging facilities are
provided for the exclusive use of electric vehicles. The
process of investigating and addressing these
concerns for MURB projects in Vancouver and office
buildings on Vancouver Island have generated
valuable lessons regarding: - what exactly is an EV
charging outlet which would be useable by the
widest possible variety of currently available electric
vehicles, - what electrical vehicles are currently
available and likely to be available in the near future
- building electrical systems necessary to provide
such outlets with adaptability for future
developments in charging outlets - operation
procedures for building managers to ensure
appropriate use of charging facilities.

2.2 > EV CHARGING FACILITIES AND
LEED
Dave Peterson, Blue Camas Consulting
Ltd.

include automakers, utilities, charging station
manufacturers, homebuilders, installers,
governments, and consumers among others. This
paper will discuss the current and future states of the
installation process and value chain. With extensive
primary and secondary market research of current
and legacy plug in vehicle infrastructure, we will
explore opportunities to enhance the customer
experience across the value chain. This paper will
develop a proposed installation process that creates
incremental prosperity for key stakeholders in the
electrical vehicle supply equipment infrastructure.
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Per Washington State Law (House Bill 1481, 2009
Session), many jurisdictions in Washington State are
required to include electric vehicle infrastructure as
an allowed us in their local development regulations.
This includes charging stations, rapid charging
stations, and battery exchange stations. Jurisdictions
are also allowed to adopt other development
regulations that do not have the effect of precluding
the siting of electric vehicle infrastructure in areas
where that use is allowed. The Puget Sound Regional
Council (the metropolitan planning organization for
the central Puget Sound region) and Washington
State Department of Commerce are working together
to develop model ordinances, model development
regulations, and guidance to help local governments
meet these requirements. By the summer of 2010,
these models and guidance documents will be
available and jurisdictions will be working on
implementation and adoption at the local level.

3.3 > ELECTRIC VEHICLE
INFRASTRUCTURE - LOCAL
GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE IN
WASHINGTON STATE
Ivan Miller , Puget Sound Regional
Council

Better Place, the leading electric vehicle services
provider, has a business model that dramatically
reshapes the economics of transportation and
accelerates the transition to EVs. Under the Better
Place model, the company installs a network of
charge spots and battery switch stations, giving
drivers the same convenience of refueling as they
enjoy today with petrol stations. Somewhat akin to
the mobile phone model, Better Place operates this
network of charging infrastructure, while leading
auto manufacturers produce electric cars. For
consumers, it means they’re able to subscribe to a
sustainable transportation service, paying for
kilometres in a way similar to purchasing minutes
from a cell phone operator. Because Better Place
owns the batteries, the upfront cost of the EV to the
consumer is more affordable.

4.3 > BETTER PLACE: BATTERIES
INCLUDED
Martin Rovers, Better Place

17:00 to 19:30

TUESDAY
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AT CREEKSIDE COMMUNITY RECREATION CENTRE (See page 30)

NETWORKING RECEPTION HOSTED BY THE CITY OF VANCOUVER AND BC HYDRO

SEPTEMBER 14

2

© Tourism Vancouver

The opportunity to develop safe, affordable, efficient
'upgrades' to existing ICE vehicles is attracting the
attention of many engineers and integrators, as well
as executives at suppliers and manufacturers who
see large potential markets. Companies are looking
first at the low-hanging fruit of light trucks, with
upward paths to larger commercial vehicles and
solutions for some passenger vehicles. CalCars'
presentation will review the technology and
development status of multiple leading retrofit
designs. All-electric conversions that replace the
entire drivetrain may be the optimal solution for
many fleet and individual customers with defined
daily drive cycles. Conversions to series or parallel
plug-in hybrids that add electrical components to
the drivetrain (and either supplement the existing
engine or replace it with a smaller/more efficient
engine) can retain the ICE vehicle's extended range.
CalCars will evaluate the business prospects for these
solutions.

The Track 4 Session 2 presentation could also be
presented at this session, adding to the topics listed
an emphasis on the opportunities for large OEMs to
gain new revenue streams from vehicles they've
already sold, and describing the nascent cooperative
relationships emerging between them and small
integrator companies.

Ron Gremban, The Calfornia Cars
Initiative (CalCars.Org)

PARTNERSHIPS WITH SUPPLIERS
AND OEM TO BUILD THE
CONVERSION INDUSTRY
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The well advertized plug-in kit for the Prius is in the
hands of the Canadian agent for EIG batteries and
application to a 2007 Prius is expected very soon. The
Prius has previously had its NiMH battery pack
'spiked' with an indifferent paramagnetic ion and
then magnetized. The EIG Li-ion, LiFePO4 cathode
was magnetized also. It is speculated that the Prius
which now gets 75.1 mpg in in-city only driving will
get close to 100 mpg and possibly 50km on battery
only.

Robert O'Brien, MDH Technologies Ltd,
Chemistry Dept. University of Victoria

A PRACTICAL PLUG-IN PRIUS

The presenter will introduce the concepts,
methodology and tool used to analyse more than 50
parameters on STM and STO conventional and hybrid
buses in order to study the impact of driver
aggressiveness, exterior temperature, vehicle speed
and distance between stops on various
considerations such as fuel consumption, hybrid
system usage, diesel particulate filters (DPF), and
urea usage for emission control.

Maxime Ouellet, Université Laval

Hajo Ribberink, Natural Resources
Canada
The ratio of the distances driven between charging
events and the 'electric range' of a PHEV or BEV has a
major influence on the vehicle’s usefulness. The
ability to evaluate the benefits of these vehicles
therefore strongly depends on having accurate
information on how they will be used. However,
detailed knowledge of how Canadians drive is scarce.
This paper contributes to filling this knowledge gap
by giving a characterization of Canadian driving
based on vehicle trip data from the Canadian Vehicle
Survey. Aspects covered are: trends in the growth of
Canada's LDV fleet and annual vehicle use; seasonal
variability in average vehicle use over the day;
differences in vehicle use on weekdays and weekend
days/holidays; the spread of vehicle use for city and
highway driving; and the distribution of trip lengths
over the day.

TRANSIT BUS DUTY CYCLE
DETAILED ANALYSES

A TRIP-BASED CHARACTERIZATION
OF CANADIAN DRIVING

TECHNOLOGIES FOR SAFE,
AFFORDABLE AND PROFITABLE
VOLUME CONVERSIONS

Ron Gremban, The Calfornia Cars
Initiative (CalCars.Org)

POSTER SESSION - ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM FOYER

SEPTEMBRE 14

10:00 to 10:30 / 14:30 to 15:00

TUESDAY
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Electric Transportation Engineering Corporation
(ETEC) is the recipient of U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) Grant DE-EE-00002194. The scope of the
Project funded by this Grant includes deployment,
demonstration, and evaluation of at least 1,000
Nissan battery electric vehicles (EVs) in each of five
metropolitan areas in the continental United States.
ETEC will develop the infrastructure to support these
vehicles, including residential charging, commercial
charging, public charging, education and awareness,
and a electric utility smart grid interface, developed
jointly with regional utilities and Stakeholders. Data
will be collected from both the vehicles and chargers
to assess the impacts of factors which have a
potential to influence vehicle design, such as vehicle
use patterns, charging frequency, varying climates,
availability of vehicle chargers, real-world electric
range, and overall operating cost. Results, in the
form of models for deployment of full-scale EV
infrastructure, will be presented in periodic reports
and presentations.

Raymond Hobbs, ECOtality

UNITED STATES ELECTRIC
VEHICLE INFRASTRUCTURE
DEMONSTRATION AND
EVALUATION

POSTER SESSION

Models and simulations do not have to be expensive
or time consuming. Software packages have come
down dramatically in price and techniques are
employed on time-scales that are ever decreasing. At
REV, we have employed a set of modeling techniques
for rapid modeling and simulation that allows us to
create designs and build prototypes with
exceptionally short development cycles. We make
use of a combination of solid modeling, FEA, basic
excel-based calculation sheets, Mat-lab models and
CMM envelope development. Rather than an
engineer designing a part, sending it off to the CAD
department and then having the FEA group produce
the analysis within a week, many iterations of the
same design can be produced within a day. By
developing a culture of extremely short design
cycles, REV adapts quickly in the rapidly changing
electric vehicle industry.

Leigh Christie, Rapid Electric Vehicles
(REV)

RAPID FIRE DESIGN ITERATIONS:
MODELING TECHNIQUES THAT TAKE
LESS THAN 30 MIN.
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The C-level executive of a company developing or
selling conversions of internal combustion vehicles,
or the serial entrepreneur working with CalCars and
multiple startups and established companies, will
project the potential market growth of the
now-emerging new global industry to convert many
of the world's 900+ million vehicles. With today's
batteries, total cost of ownership of plug-in vehicles
is projected to be lower than for existing vehicles -which paves the way for third parties to provide
financing for high initial costs. Many commercial
vehicles outlast their drivetrains -- so replacement
with a PHEV or BEV drivetrain can be a winning
strategy-- and this approach can meet increasingly
strict environmental fleet standards. The analysis
will present the opportunities for designers,
component suppliers, manufacturers, and installers,
the benefits to customers, and the public interest in
rapidly evolving the global fleet to electric drive.

Ron Gremban, The Calfornia Cars
Initiative (CalCars.Org)

THE GLOBAL BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY FOR CONVERSION
OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION
VEHICLES

There are many ways to try and optimize a vehicle in
a given application: -Sometimes the actual vehicles
itself is looked at to try and optimize it for the
applications. -Other times the applications is
analyzed in order to see if it could be optimized to
better suit the vehicles. -Also, in some cases, both
the vehicle and the application can be remodeled
simultaneously to improve the situation. This
presentation looks at how combining a Geographic
Information system (GIS) and Powertrain Modeling
and Simulation (PM&S) software can help decision
makers on both the vehicle design and the
application side of things take informed decisions
pertaining to their specific application. Real life case
studies using GIS based PM&S for vehicle
optimization in a given application as well as
application optimization for a given vehicle will be
presented.

Simon Ouellette, McGill University

COMBINING A GEOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION SYSTEM AND
POWERTRAIN MODELING AND
SIMULATION SOFTWARE FOR
APPLICATION SPECIFIC DUTY CYCLE
ANALYSIS.

POSTER SESSION - ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM FOYER

SEPTEMBRE 14

10:00 to 10:30 / 14:30 to 15:00

TUESDAY
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The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Advanced
Vehicle Testing Activity (AVTA) to date has
accumulated 5 million test miles on 49 hybrid
electric vehicles (HEV), representing 18 different HEV
models. The testing includes battery testing both
when the vehicles are new and at 160,000 miles,
dynamometer, test track and accelerated fleet
testing. A minimum of two of each HEV model is
tested for 36 months and 160,000 miles. Testing has
demonstrated seasonal mpg impacts, including an
average of a 23% decrease in mpg due to air
conditioning use, optimal speed for fuel efficiency,
maintenance requirements, life cycle costs, and
battery performance when new and aged in
comparison to DOE battery performance goals. The
AVTA is conducted by the Idaho National Laboratory
and the Electric Transportation Engineering
Corporation for DOE’s Vehicle Technologies Program.
The proposed presentation will discuss HEV testing
methods and results. INL/CON-10-18315

Richard Carlson, Idaho National
Laboratory
James Francfort

HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLE TESTING
RESULTS ACHIEVED BY THE U.S.
DOE’S ADVANCED VEHICLE TESTING
ACTIVITY (AVTA)

POSTER SESSION

TRACK 2 - SESSION 3
ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM C
INFRASTRUCTURE READINESS FOR
EV’S – THE INTERNATIONAL
PERSPECTIVE
This session will explore the infrastructure readiness
measures used in other countries to welcome EV’s in
their communities.

MODERATOR:
Arne Elias, Elias Consulting, Victoria

TRACK 1 - SESSION 4

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM AB

POWER MANAGEMENT
Managing the flow of energy onboard, and to and
from EVs uses well advanced technologies that
continue to improve through R & D and customer
feedback. Extreme climate conditions in Canada and
other Nordic countries pose additional heating as
well as air-conditioning that need attention in how
these technologies are designed and used.

MODERATOR:
Gitanjali Dasgupta, Electrovaya,
Mississauga
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MODERATOR:
Ken Bondy , CAW-Canada, Toronto

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS
This session will explore EV technical and policy
developments in other industrialized nations. It will
include a special presentation on the EMC/EDTA
collaboration on the National Plug In Vehicle
Initiative (NPVI).

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM D

TRACK 3 - SESSION 4

3

MODERATOR:
Katie Laufenberg, The Pembina
Institute, Vancouver

LIFE CYCLE, EMISSIONS AND
IMPACTS OF BATTERIES AND EVs
Strategies to use EV batteries for grid support and
other purposes after mobile use (re-purposing) and
for their eventual recycling are progressing on many
fronts. This session will also identify the emerging
processes to make the whole EV vehicle more easily
recyclable than conventional vehicles.

ROOM: PORT Mc NEILL

TRACK 4 - SESSION 4

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST - ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM FOYER

07:30 to 08:30

08:30 to 10:00

EMC ANNUAL MEETING (FOR EMC MEMBERS ONLY) - ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM D

SEPTEMBER 15

07:30 to 08:30

WEDNESDAY

The QMX3.3 onboard battery charger meets OEM
requirements for low cost, high reliability and short
development time. These often conflicting
requirements have been achieved through the careful
re-use of proven power modules. Interleaved power
stages reduce the need for expensive, high-power
devices or exotic thermal management schemes.
Using multiples of common modules resulted in
economies of scale and greater purchasing power for
components. OEMs and customers want short charge
times - this typically means higher power and
therefore comes at a higher cost. Charger flexibility

1.4 > QMX3.3 MODULE-BASED
ON-BOARD VEHICLE CHARGER
Stuart Evans, Delta Q Technologies Corp.

NRC-IFCI‘s Advanced Testing and Validation Centre
(ATVC), located in Vancouver, BC, is an innovative,
state of the art facility, that offers EV companies year
round access to a range of environmental and
electrochemical fee-for-service test equipment
supported by highly skilled professionals on-site. The
ATVC is well equipped for both electrochemical and
environmental testing. From a suite of fuel cell and
battery test stations (500W to 5KW) that
automatically control and log test conditions and
provide valuable data to clients, to a environment
chamber that enables industry partners to test
electric vehicles and other clean energy technologies
in a variety of extreme environmental conditions, the
ATVC can be configured to meet all the client’s needs.

1.4 > ADVANCED TESTING AND
VALIDATION CENTRE IN VANCOUVER
GETS ELECTRIC VEHICLE
TECHNOLOGY TO MARKET FASTER
Toby Astill, National Research Council Institute for Fuel Cell Innovation

TRACK 3 - SESSION 4

On August 5, 2009, ETEC, a subsidiary of ECOtality, Inc.
(OTCBB.ETLE) was awarded a $99.8 million grant from
the U.S. DOE to embark on this Project. The Project
was launched on October 1, 2009 and will last
approximately 36 months. eTec is partnering with
Nissan to deploy up to 4,700 zero-emission Nissan
LEAFs, and 11,210 charging systems to support them
in strategic markets in five states: Arizona, California,
Oregon, Tennessee, and Washington. The EV Project
will collect and analyze data to characterize vehicle
use in diverse topographic and climatic conditions,
evaluate the effectiveness of charge infrastructure,
and conduct trials of various revenue systems for
commercial and public charge infrastructure. The

2.3 > THE EV PROJECT - THE LARGEST
DEPLOYMENT OF EV
INFRASTRUCTURE EVER
Kevin Morrow, Electronic Transportation
Engineering Corp (ETec)

The National Plug-in Vehicle Initiative is an
international consortium of automakers, utilities,
battery and component manufacturers, industry and
trade associations, non-profits and government
entities dedicated to realizing the potential of plug-in
electric drive vehicles (PEVs). The consortium is led by
the Electric Drive Transportation Association(EDTA)
and Electric Mobility Canada (EMC) coordinates the
participation of Canadians. This presentation will
explain the consortium’s goals, the range of activities
it manages and their current status.

3.4 >THE NATIONAL PLUG-IN
VEHICLE INITIATIVE
Terry Johnson, National Plug-In Vehicle
Initiative (NPVI) Electric Drive
Transportation Association

Within the last two decades, there has been a notable
resurgence of electric vehicles in both the headlines
and showrooms. Recent electric vehicle technical and
policy developments have been progressing at a
staggering pace. From the announcement of the first
PHEV by BYD in 2008 to the Mitsubishi MiEV in 2006
and the Nissan Leaf in August 2009, an electric
vehicle market is surely only a few years away.
Countries including Japan and Australia are teaming
up with companies such as Better Place to meet
aspirational targets, such as Japan's goal to have 50
percent of new vehicles electric by 2020. While some
of the R&D is happening behind the closed doors of
the OEMs, other activities are happening in the public
sphere sponsored by research bodies such as the
CSIRO Electric Driveway program in Australia and the
Japanese government sponsored electric taxi trials in
Tokyo.

This presentation gives an impartial view of the
current state of the market and future trends. Ten year
forecasts for electric and hybrid vehicles are given,
segmented by vehicle type and territory. A
comparison of emerging energy solutions for electric
vehicles is provided. In addition, the presentation
looks at how photovoltaics, piezoelectric,
thermoelectrics and other energy harvesters are being
deployed on vehicles – from wireless sensors to
charging traction batteries. Finally, the presentation
covers lessons from those that are profitable and
routes to profitability.

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM D
3.4 > INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS WEST OF THE PACIFIC
Leigh Christie, MistyWest
Josh Usher, MistyWest
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2.3 > THE FUTURE OF ELECTRIC
VEHICLES - THE ANALYST
PERSPECTIVE
Harry Zervos, IDTechEx

TRACK 2 - SESSION 3
ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM C

TRACK 1 - SESSION 4

SEPTEMBER 15

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM AB

08:30 to 10:00

WEDNESDAY

The U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Advanced
Vehicle Testing Activity (AVTA) has more than 250
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) under
testing in 23 U.S. states, Canada and Finland. These
12 different models of PHEVs are equipped with
data loggers and have accumulated 1.5 million
PHEV test miles to date. Testing includes fleet
demonstrations, test track and dynamometer
testing environments. Reporting data include
electricity per mile, gasoline miles per gallon, driver
aggressiveness and temperature impacts on fuel
efficiency, charging profiles, and operational results
when the vehicles are operated charged, partially
charged and not charged. Data presentations also
breakdown regional fuel use differences between
locals such as fleet-wide, Hawaii, the Pacific
Northwest, and Canada. The AVTA is conducted by
the Idaho National Laboratory and the Electric
Transportation Engineering Corporation for DOE’s
Vehicle Technologies Program. The proposed
presentation will discuss testing methods and
results. INL/CON-10-18322

4.4 > PLUG-IN HYBRID ELECTRIC
VEHICLE TESTING RESULTS
ACHIEVED BY THE U.S. DOE’S
ADVANCED VEHICLE TESTING
ACTIVITY (AVTA)
Richard Carlson, Idaho National
Laboratory
James Francfort

ROOM: PORT Mc NEILL

TRACK 4 - SESSION 4

3

Lithium cells have super hero power but they can’t do
it alone – they need a sidekick to keep them safe and
happy. Although battery management systems are
nothing new, automotive BMS’s do much more than
balance a few cells in a laptop. As an EV and hybrid
technology company, Future Vehicle technologies has
taken a very different approach to BMS development
focusing on the car’s needs first. The result is a
purpose-built BMS that can handle multiple cells,
configurations, voltages, etc. all while being able to
communicate and withstand rigors of the
automotive environment. FVT will discuss their BMS
strategy and the details that automotive BMS’s
should address.

1.4 > 'TAKING CARE OF THE SUPER
HERO.' BATTERY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS FROM A DIFFERENT
PERSPECTIVE.
Todd Pratt, Future Vehicle Technologies
Inc.

gives the OEM time to understand and adapt to
various user profiles that will come over time, as
plug-in vehicles achieve broader acceptance in the
marketplace. OEMs who can respond to customer
need promptly, will more quickly be able to narrow in
on an optimal power level(s), which will in turn,
allow for an early cost reduction opportunity.

Electric Vehicles will be commercialized by major
OEMs starting this fall. The deployment of the needed
charging infrastructure will be done in parallel,
including DC Quick Charging seen as a key success
factor. The CHAdeMO Association regroups all the
major stakeholders involved in the DC Quick Charging
technology developed by the Tokyo Electric Power
Company. CHAdeMO Association’s top priority is the
adoption of an international standard for DC Quick
Charging. Progress made in the development of the
IEC International Standards on DC Charging stations
will be presented.

2.3 > INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
ON DC CHARGING STATIONS
Serge Roy, CHAdeMO Association

ultimate goal of The EV Project is to take the lessons
learned from the deployment of these first 4,700 EVs,
and the charging infrastructure supporting them, to
enable the streamlined deployment of the next
5,000,000 EVs.
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The 27 countries that are part of the European Union
(EU) are collaborating on ambitious actions to
resolve the technological, economic and regulatory
issues posed by the emergence of a viable
alternative to the internal combustion engine. Their
actions include:
1. Development of charging infrastructure standards
as well as related vehicle parts 2. Improving the
range and life of batteries while reducing their costs
3. Integrating the electric vehicle into the
adaptation of infrastructure, (grid and production
capacities) and ensure a favourable carbon footprint.
4. Adopting recycling principles to new battery
technologies.
This clean and economic vehicle orientation is the
undertaking of governments who regulate and
support these initiatives, including the promotion of
a large number of predominantly electric vehicles on
their roadways. An excellent example, is France’s
“National plan for the development of electric and
plug-in vehicles” which projects 2 million such
vehicles by 2020. German Chancellor Angela Markel
proposes 1 million electric vehicles in Germany by
the same time frame. This presentation will outline
a list of initiatives that could inspire Canada.

3.4 > THE EUROPEAN UNION
BECOMING A GLOBAL LEADER IN
ELECTRIC MOBILITY
Pierre Lavallée, Créneau D’excellence
Transport Terrestre Avancé

It is the year 2020 and EV-based transportation has
reached the tipping point where customer
acceptance is at a level that can only continue to
grow. What needs to happen in the next decade to
reach this tipping point? We will explore the results
of Ernst & Young's Cleantech Ignition sessions,
co-hosted by Bloomberg New Energy Finance, held
in San Jose, Shanghai and Munich which looked at
the customer, value and supply chains and
infrastructure and business models with a view to
answering the tipping point question.

3.4 > ELECTRIFICATION OF
TRANSPORTATION - FROM VISION
TO REALITY
Cynthia Orr, Ernst & Young LLP
Hybrid systems are now becoming commonplace
with a variety of models available from different
manufacturers as a choice for consumers. As these
vehicles start to age, the management of the
advanced battery system at end of life has
surpassed the contingency planning stage and is
now a reality that the auto manufacturer, and
dealership service centers, must take into
consideration when replacing older hybrid battery
systems. Automotive Dismantlers must also be
aware of the hazards that these batteries present if
batteries are not removed prior to their receipt at a
dismantlers facility. The recovery and proper
handling of batteries can be a complicated task for
persons who are not aware of the regulatory
requirements for managing hazardous materials.
Navigating these environmental regulations, as they
pertain to the proper management and disposal of
end of life batteries can be an arduous undertaking.
In additional to the regulatory framework of which
the above mentioned industries must be cognizant,
the development of a long term recycling system of
EOL batteries remains a challenge, due to the
uncertainty of future battery chemistries, and
possibility that there may be multiple battery
systems in place by different automotive manufacturers. This paper will describe some of the EOL
battery management systems currently in place,
some of the regulatory responsibilities that
companies must comply with when managing EOL
batteries, and the available technologies used to
recover the active materials used in the production
advanced batteries.

4.4 > MANAGING HYBRID ELECTRIC
BATTERIES AT END OF LIFE
Todd Coy, Toxco Waste Management
Ltd.

The dissemination of plugin vehicles with on-board
batteries will eventually become an attractive
energy buffer for the utility companies. An
important issue regarding V2G is the amount of
degradation of the vehicle batteries when power is
demanded by the grid. The paper presents
experimental results of Lithium batteries cycled with
various discharge depth (15%, 30 % and 100%). A
lifetime energy is estimated for each discharge
depth and an energy cost is obtained over the
battery life cycle. Moreover, the cost of the
bidirectional battery charger is calculated for various
charger efficiencies. The paper concludes with the
most economical combination of discharge depth
and charger efficiency in a V2G-oriented design.

TRADE SHOW - ROOM: GRAND BALLROOM

Toyota has launched its first plugin vehicle during
the year 2010. 600 Prius III have been built by the
Japanese automaker, for the purpose of testing the
market and the vehicle under various driving
conditions and environments. In Canada, five of
these vehicles were leased to universities, utility
companies and provincial governments under a
national program named ‘’Canada Plugin Partnership’’ promoted by Toyota Canada. One of these
plugin PriusIII was tested in Quebec City. This paper
presents the fuel consumption measured during the
first 2 months of the test program, where 8 drivers
with different driving habits and variable access to a
utility outlet were given access to the vehicle for a
one week period. Monitoring of the vehicle electrical
data allowed measuring the car fuel consumption,
temperature, driving range, speed, accelerations and
charging schedule.

The battery repurposing consortium seeks to
understand the issues related to repurposing used
vehicle battery packs. Of primary importance is to
establish a cost effective repurposing model, that
reliably incorporates various degraded battery packs,
proprietary controllers, and battery voltages, and
then verify it through implementation with
conventional circuitry. This is not a trivial task.
Because of complex factors that include new battery
costs, battery salvage values, safety, module testing
and repair costs, variable remaining life, and
competition with vehicle to grid storage, it becomes
critically important to understand the various
options. A collaborative research program has been
formed to help utilities develop the required
understanding of the road blocks ahead for
repurposing batteries. Potential opportunities lie
ahead in addressing economics, climate change,
energy security, and emissions.

4.4 > BATTERY REPURPOSING
CONSORTIUM: OBJECTIVES AND
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
Ed Innes, Manitoba Hydro
Randy Wachael, HVDC Research Centre
/ Eric Bibeau, University of Manitoba /
Mark Tinkler, CEATI / Raj Dasgupta,
Electrovaya

3

Following the resounding success of PHEV09 Trade Show, Electric Mobility Canada has invited industry partners to participate at the EV 2010 VÉ Electric Vehicles Trade
Show. Parallel to the Conference, this Trade Show exhibits various types of electric drive vehicles, the components used therein as well as systems and software programs that
support these vehicles. Conference delegates and the general public have a unique opportunity to see products first hand and to talk to suppliers at the show. A meeting area
will be used by exhibitors who wish to offer a 15 minute presentation about their products or services to delegates.

10:00 to 15:00

Energy flow both within the vehicle and between
the vehicle and grid is an area of growing technology
and policy focus. New technologies from smart grids
to invergers are piquing the interest of
entrepreneurs, OEMs and electric utilities. Rapid
uptake of EVs will present both opportunities and
challenges with respect to power management, both
on and off board. The most significant benefits of
V2G for utilities come in the form of peak shaving
and ancillary services. Canada is unique in that
significant storage already exists as reservoirs behind
our dams and we are therefore more able to deal
with the emerging issues of peak demand. However,
transmission and distribution remains the source of
the largest cost in the electricity industry. V2G can
alleviate pressure on networks by feeding energy
back to the grid at the location of the loads in a
distributed manner.

4.4 > TOTAL EXCHANGEABLE
ENERGY OF LITHIUM BATTERIES IN
V2G APPLICATION AND RELATED
ECONOMICS.
Maxime Dubois, Université Laval
Pierre-Olivier Arvisais-Martel,
Université Laval

ROOM: PORT Mc NEILL

1.4 > IMPLICATIONS OF V2G FOR
OWNERS AND UTILITIES
Josh Usher, MistyWest

TRACK 4 - SESSION 4
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TRACK 1 - SESSION 4

4.4 > MEASURED FUEL ECONOMY
OF THE FIRST TOYOTA PLUGIN PRIUS
III IN VARIOUS DRIVING
CONDITIONS.
Maxime Dubois, Université Laval

SEPTEMBER 15

ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM AB

08:30 to 10:00

WEDNESDAY

OEM PERSPECTIVE SESSION - SECOND ANNUAL EVENT - ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM

15:00 to 17:00

CLOSING PLENARY – FOCUS ON THE 2011 CONFERENCE IN TORONTO - ROOM: JUNIOR BALLROOM

Todd Pratt, Future Vehicle Technologies
François Adam, PEDNO
Sandy Di Felice, Director External Affairs, Toyota Canada
Andreas Truckenbrodt, Daimler, CEO Automotive Fuel Cell Cooperation
Mark McDade, Director – Marketing, Nissan Canada
Nathan Armstrong, Project EVE

PUBLIC EVENING AT THE TRADE SHOW
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Electric Mobility Canada will host a special event for the public. Canada’s largest exhibition of electric vehicles will open its doors to the general public. Attendees are
welcome to attend the launch of a new short video, "The Life Electric” as well as featured guest speaker, Chelsea Sexton, Founder, The Lightning Rod Foundation & former
GM EV1 Specialist.

18:00 to 21:00

Welcome to the 2011 Conference from Toronto Hosts

TOWARDS AN ONTARIO ACTION PLAN FOR PLUG-IN-ELECTRIC VEHICLES IN ONTARIO (PEV’s)
Claudio Canizares, Waterloo Institute for Sustainable Energy (WISE)
This presentation will provide the main motivations and a brief overview of this report. The content of the three main sections of the report, i.e. the auto sector,
the electricity sector, and consumers, communities and markets, will be briefly reviewed. Finally, the report's main conclusions and recommendations, which
have been categorized in infrastructure issues, institutional aspects, consumer issues, and auto sector challenges and battery issues, will be highlighted and
discussed in some detail.

Closing Remarks from the Conference Co-Chairs Mike Elwood and Mark Dubois-Phillips

17:00 to 17:30

Tomoki Yanagawa, Vice President, Sales/Marketing & Corporate Planning, Mitsubishi
Motor Sales of Canada Inc.
Rudolf Smaling, PhD, Chief Engineer, Hybrid System Architecture Hybrid Power
System, Eaton Corporation
Ron Iacobelli, Chief Technology Officer, Azure Dynamics Corp.
Matt Crossley, Director of Advanced Product Programs, General Motors Canada

Senior representatives of OEM’s producing highway-capable passenger vehicles, light duty and heavy duty commercial vehicles will be invited to again share their views
on the Canadian market and to describe the electric drive vehicle choices they will offer to Canadians over the next 5 years as well as their marketing/deployment plans.
Confirmed participants include:

BUFFET LUNCH

12:00 to 13:00

TRACK 4 - SESSION 4
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The tour includes a walk through the facility and an explanation of the workings of the control centre, from the dispatching of generating facilities to the operation of the
transmission and distribution system. The new control centre was recently completed in 2008, and has built in flexibility to accommodate future distribution automation
and interaction with the customers in anticipation of customer load management functionality. BCH I in the process of implementing DMS (distribution management
system, target 2012) and this will enable us to implement many applications of smart grid For example, the control centre could perform direct load management of electric
vehicle charging to mitigate impacts on distribution equipment.

TOUR 4 - BC HYDRO CONTROL CENTRE – LANGLEY, BC

The National Research Council Institute for Fuel Cell Innovation (NRC-IFCI) supports Canadian leadership in fuel cell and other clean energy technologies by addressing
industry-defi ned R&D, testing, demonstration and commercialization priorities. NRC-IFCI’s Advanced Testing and Validation Centre (ATVC) provides a specialized and safe
environment for objective, reliable and accurate standardized performance characterization and long-term testing applications of batteries, electric vehicles, and other
clean energy systems and technologies. The tour will highlight the centre’s capabilities towards battery, super capacitor and electric vehicle testing; with additional focus on
the environmental chamber suitable for testing EV vehicles and systems with its dynamometer and vibration table.

TOUR 3 – INSTITUTE FOR FUEL CELL INNOVATION – NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

Companies participating to date include:
Azure Dynamics
REV Technologies

TOUR 2 - TOUR OF LOCAL MANUFACTURERS OF EV PRODUCTS

Climb aboard one of the newest rail projects in North America; the Canada Line. You’ll start your trip with a short ride on the original SkyTrain line to Waterfront Station, the
Western terminus of both the SkyTrain Expo Line and Canada Line. From Waterfront, your train will pass quickly underneath downtown Vancouver, False Creek, the Olympic
Village and Vancouver suburbs to the neighbouring city of Richmond. In Richmond, you will walk a short distance from Bridgeport Station to the new Operations and
Maintenance Centre (OMC) for Canada Line. Guests will have the opportunity to see the maintenance facilities, storage yards and control centre for this 21st century system.
Canada Line represents the largest public private partnership of it’s kind in North America and a first for Canada. Receive a briefing on the system and how the private
operator, ProTrans BC Operations works with TransLink in delivering world-class service to more than 85,000 passengers every day

TOUR 1 - TRANSLINK FACILITIES FOR CANADA LINE

The following technical tours are offered to registered delegates. Please make sure you are signed up for your preferred activity. For more information, see the
Registration Desk.
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Refreshment Break

14:30 - 15:00

Public Evening at the Trade Show

Buffet Luncheon

12:00 - 13:30

18:00 - 21:00

Refreshment Break

Opening of Trade Show

10:00 – 10:30

10:00 – 15:00

Wednesday, September 15

Schedule

Sheraton Vancouver Wall Centre
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

ROOM: GRAND BALLROOM

Trade Show

3

28

Exhibitors List
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Extra tickets are available at the Registration desk ($55 per person + taxes).

Tuesday, September 14, 17:00 – 19:30
Networking Reception hosted by the City of Vancouver and BC Hydro at
Creekside Community Recreation Centre.
Enjoy waterfront and mountain scenery as you mix and mingle with friends and
colleagues in this state-of-the-art City of Vancouver recreational facility. In the
heart of the 2010 Olympic Village, this venue opened to the public in July 2010
and is only steps from the seawall, Science World and the future home of
Canada’s first EV Quick Charger. Be sure to attend this special networking event
and award ceremony complete with hors d'oeuvres from Vancouver's most
renowned caterer. Transportation for delegates between the Sheraton Wall
Centre and Creekside Community Centre via shuttle buses is available.

Extra tickets are available at the registration desk ($35 per person + taxes).

Monday, September 13, 17:00 – 19:00
Welcome Cocktail
Join us for a special evening reception to kick-off the conference with featured
guest, BC Environment Minister Barry Penner.
Sheraton Vancouver Wall Centre, Pavilion Ballroom.

Social Activities
The Welcome Cocktail on September 13 and the Networking Reception on
September 14 are included with the Full Conference Registration.

USEFUL INFORMATION /
DELEGATE SERVICES
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Networking Break Junior Ballroom Foyer

Networking Break Junior Ballroom Foyer
Buffet Lunch Grand Ballroom
Networking Break Junior Ballroom Foyer

10:00 – 10:30
12:00 – 13:00
15:00 – 15:30

Networking Break Grand Ballroom/Trade Show
Buffet Lunch Grand Ballroom/Trade Show
Networking Break Grand Ballroom/Trade Show

10:00 – 10:30
12:00 – 13:00
14:30 – 15:00

Exchange and Banking Facilities
Banks and bank machines (automatic tellers) can be found throughout the city.
Regular banking hours are 10:00 to 17:00, Monday to Friday, with extended
hours including weekends at some locations. Currency exchange offi ces are
plentiful in the downtown core. Main branches of Canadian banks are equipped
to exchange foreign currency as well. Most banks have automatic teller
machines (ATM), which can be accessed 24 hours a day, using bank or credit
cards on major international banking networks such as Cirrus, Plus and Interac.

Continental Breakfast Junior Ballroom Foyer

07:30 – 08:30

Wednesday September 15

Continental Breakfast Junior Ballroom Foyer

07:30 – 08:30

Tuesday September 14

15:00-15:30

Monday September 13

Meals
Full registration includes breakfast (Tuesday, Wednesday), daily networking
breaks and lunches (Tuesday, Wednesday).

Floor Plans
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NELSON STREET

Taxis can be hailed from the street or at the airport, hotels, train and
bus stations.

Transportation
The City of Vancouver offers an extensive public transit system,
including trains, buses and sea buses. The Sheraton Vancouver Wall
Centre is located within 20 minutes walking distance from the
station Granville Skytrain. Single fare is $2.50 CAD or $21 CAD for a
pack of ten tickets (FareSaver Tickets). Tourist cards are available in all
stations for a daily unlimited use at $9 CAD. Opening hours are 5:00
a.m. to 12:30 a.m. for the trains. To see schedules and fare options,
visit the TransLink website: www.translink.ca.

Novex is the official courier for EV2010VÉ

Official Courier

Simultaneous Interpretation
Simultaneous interpretation between English and French
presentations will be provided during the Opening Plenary, the OEM
Perspectives Session and the Closing Plenary sessions.

Registration
Monday, September 13.........................................................10:00 – 19:00
Tuesday, September 14 ........................................................07:00 – 18:00
Wednesday, September 15..................................................07:00 – 18:00
Thursday, September 16 ......................................................07:00 – 10:00

DELEGATE SERVICES

PORT
McNEILL

HORNBY STREET

PORT
ALBERNI

ELEVATOR
LOBBY

LEVEL FOUR - North Tower

PORT
HARDY

OPEN TO BELOW
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NELSON STREET

2014 | Montréal
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Future conference sites:
2012 | Ottawa
2013 | Winnipeg

Electric Mobility Canada is pleased to have accepted an invitation
from its members in the Toronto region to hold its 2011 event in
their scenic city. The conference takes place at the Allstream Centre
in Toronto, September 26-28. For more information see:
http://www.allstreamcentre.com

2011 CONFERENCE IN TORONTO

2011 | TO RONTO

About Electric Mobility Canada
Electric Mobility Canada is a national membership–based not-for-profi t organization dedicated
exclusively to the promotion of electric mobility as a readily available and important solution to
Canada’s emerging energy and environmental issues.
Our membership includes:
• Private sector companies engaged in the sale or distribution of vehicles or components or
the delivery of professional services. These members represent all modes of surface
transportation from bicycles to trains.
Providers of electric energy at the provincial and local levels
Managers of fl eets from private sector companies, governments agencies and others
Related associations, societies, research centres and labour organizations
Government agencies and individual supporters
•
•
•
•

Our Mission
To establish electric mobility, in all its forms, as the primary solution to Canada’s growing
transportation energy issues andto assist its members in the fulfi llment of their mandates.
Our Vision
The Vision for EMC/MEC is a Canadian society that accepts electric mobility, in all its forms, as the
fi rst choice for the transport of persons and goods. This is being achieved through collaboration
efforts between governments at all levels and the private sector supported by an informed public
faced with increasing energy costs and concerned about the impacts of burning fossil fuels on the
environment and quality of life.

Electric Mobility Canada - Mobilité électrique Canada
Al Cormier – Executive Director
Suite 309, 9-6795 Meadowvale Town Centre Circle
Mississauga, Ontario Canada L5N 2V7
Tel:
416-970-9242
Fax:
905-858-9291
Email: al.cormier@emc-mec.ca
www.emc-mec.ca

OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Chair ..............................................Mike Elwood, Azure Dynamics
Vice Chair ................................. Gitangali DasGupta, Electrovaya
Secretary Treasurer .....................Steve Dallas, Toronto Electric
DIRECTORS

Industry
Stephen Bieda ............ Precepts Benchmark Consulting Ltd
Ian Clifford .................................................................................... Zenn
Renaud Cloutier ........................................................................... TM4
Catherine Kargas ................................................................... Marcon
Roger Martin ........................................................... Unicell Limited
Dave Pascoe ................................................... Magna International
David Swan .......................................................... DHS Engineering

Energy Providers
Tom Molinski ........................................................ Manitoba Hydro
Angelo Giumento ................................................... Hydro Québec

End Users
Jim Perkins ........................................................... Metro Vancouver
Gerry Pietschmann ................................................ City of Toronto

Not-for-profit Organizations
Ken Bondy ............................................... Canadian Auto Workers
Pierre Lavallée .............. Centre national du transport avancé

